
Latest Trends and Legal Developments in Next-Generation Mobility
Date: Tuesday, 13 November 2018 (1:30 — 6:00 pm) / Venue: Orchard Room, Hotel Okura Tokyo

Time Topic Speaker

1:30 pm - 1:35 pm Welcome address Daisuke Tatsuno (Tokyo)
Partner, Automotive Industry Group

1:35 pm - 3:05 pm

Recent legal developments in the ASEAN region
(Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and Singapore)

� Current status of ridesharing business
・ How did existing players enter the ASEAN market and how are

they operating their businesses? Have they collaborated with
other sectors (eg, e-money/payment businesses)?

・ Latest legal/regulatory developments: Are we seeing stricter
regulations? What about taxation on earnings?

� Electric vehicles (EVs)
・ Policy shift toward EVs (subsidies, restrictions on the sale of

gasoline-fueled vehicles, etc.), key considerations for ASEAN
countries to remain a major manufacturing base during the shift
toward EVs

・ Regulations on imports of EV batteries and finished EVs
・ Regulations on infrastructure development

� Connected cars
・ Infrastructure development, etc.

Moderator: Daisuke Tatsuno (Tokyo)

Panelists:
Nam-Ake Lekfuangfu (Bangkok)
Kelvin Hong (Kuala Lumpur)
Riza Buditomo (Jakarta)

3:05 pm - 3:15 pm Break

3:15 pm - 4:15 pm

Mobility 2.0: Major transformation of the auto industry and
actual implications of CASE
We are now moving toward a new era of mobility in which automobiles
will be "smartphonized" and ecosystems and data will play a significant
role. During this session, we will discuss changes in the three extremely
significant trends behind the transformation of the automotive industry ―

generation, time and society ― to explore the mechanisms of a
paradigm shift driven by an entirely new mindset.

Sanshiro Fukao
Analyst
Hamagin Research Institute, Ltd.

4:15 pm - 4:25 pm Break

4:25 pm - 5:55 pm

Recent legal developments in the EU, the US and China
� Autonomous driving

・ Current status of autonomous driving regulations: To what extent
are testing and actual use possible?

・ Progress toward standardization of autonomous vehicles
・ Allocation of liability in the event of accidents involving

autonomous vehicles
・ Regulations on flying cars and their business potential

� EVs
・ Shift toward EVs: Is the US going against the trend in the EU,

where EVs are being promoted?
・ Regulations on new energy vehicles (NEVs) in China and the

possibility of an extension of the White List for batteries
� Connected

・ Communications standards and infrastructure development
・ Data collection / processing and privacy laws (with a primary

focus on the GDPR)
・ Competition law issues relating to the use of collected data
・ Patent and royalty payment issues relating to the use of 5G

Moderator： Yaeko Hodaka (Tokyo)

Panelists:
Ulrich Ellinghaus (Frankfurt)
Jennifer Trock (Washington DC)
Zhenyu Ruan (Shanghai)

5:55 pm - 6:00 pm Closing remarks Yaeko Hodaka (Tokyo)
Partner, Automotive Industry Group

6:00 pm - 7:00 pm Networking Cocktail
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